Chairs galore!

Nearly 5,000 South Brevard residents are expected to join together for the Annual Awards Banquet April 13 to play a world-record game of musical chairs.

The event, sponsored by the Stetson American Cancer Society, will attempt to break the world record in the Guinness Book of World Records.

Money raised from the event will be used to assist young cancer patients financially and to support the American Cancer Society.

"Musical Chair-ity" is unique in that it is being organized entirely by student volunteers from the S.A.S.S. Club.

"Musical Chair-ity" will take place at the Melbourne Civic Center in April 14. Tickets for the event are available at the F.I.T. Campus Music Building or at the S.A.S.S. Club.

For further information contact Les M. Moore, F.I.T. extension 223, Bryan Pomer (724-9571), or Father Doug Bailey (F.I.T. extension 476).

Additionally, Dr. Corman and Dr. Elizabeth Wall recently attended the joint meeting of the Council of Graduate Departments of Psychology and the National Council for Schools of Professional Psychology.

Dr. Thomas H. Harvel, and recent F.I.T. School of Psychology graduate Dr. Nancy Ryon had an article entitled, "Cognitive-behavioral assessment of depression: clinical validation of the automatic thoughts questionnaire" published recently. Their article appeared in the Journal of Consulting and Clinical Psychology.

Dr. William Galveno of the School of Psychology published, "Social loafing in cross-cultural perspective: Chinese on Taiwan," reporting preliminary findings concerning cultural differences in group productivity, in the September issue of the Journal of Cross-Cultural Psychology.

Dr. Yue-Wang, an adjunct in Humanities, was a co-author.

The Air Force Office of Scientific Research has awarded a $12,000 grant to Dr. Norman Gunter, of the School of Psychology. The funds were awarded to support a study of "reinforcement-induced stereotypy."

Dr. Butz works this way

Students from Roosevelt School in Cocoa Beach got an opportunity to look ahead to their college years during the Science and Engineering Expo. Visit Assou, Dr. Howarth and Mr. Hageman presented President Keller with a reminder of the team's visit.

It works this way

Members of two F.I.T. fraternities, Lambda Chi Alpha and Phi Kappa Alpha, recently participated in the general cleanup of the Melbourne Causeway sponsored by Keep Brevard Beautiful (KBB).

"About 55 young men participated in the causeway cleanup," said Gloria Gardner, KBB president. "The boys did a first-class job. Over 100 bags of litter were cleaned off the roadways, medians, and water's edge."

"This has been one of Brevard Beautiful's most successful programs thanks to the continuing cooperation of these civic-minded F.I.T. students."

Although Mike joined the clean-up for the first time this February, Lambda Chi Alpha and Phi Kappa Alpha have volunteered to help with the causeway project at least once a week.

In addition to the cooperation of Phi Kappa Alpha and Lambda Chi Alpha, Harms Sanitation has helped with the causeway project by providing weekly pickup of cans.

The fraternities will be cleaning out again in April to replace shrubs killed by winter frost, in addition to litter pick-up activities.

KBB is a volunteer organization that began in 1982, with the aim of cleaning and beautifying Brevard County. The organization is made up of 300 dedicated longtime volunteers.

Fraternities clean causeway

Mauler memento

THE MAULERS of Pittsburgh have gone north for the NFL season, behind bar stools. Robby Green, of the F.I.T. Athletic Advisory Council and Athletic Director Bill Jungren presented President Keller with a reminder of the team's visit.
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Aeronautics duo gets FAA salute

The Federal Aviation Administration has saluted two leaders of the School of Aeronautics, which is one of the nation’s largest aviation schools.

Awarded the FAA’s Certificate of Appreciation during a recent Aviation Management Symposium held at F.I.T. were Dean Jerome Launderbaugh, and Associate Dean John L. Carkeet.

In presenting the awards, FAA Associate Administrator William Shea cited the two for “exceptional contributions to the aviation industry” through their work at F.I.T.

Launderbaugh has headed the School of Aeronautics since its beginning in 1967. He received his MBA degree from the University of Chicago, and joined F.I.T. after retiring from the Air Force as a command pilot.

Carkeet joined the university in 1972 after retiring from the Air Force as a command pilot. He has a graduate degree in management from the University of Pittsburgh.

The recent symposium at F.I.T. saw alumni of the School of Aeronautics gather to discuss all facets of airport management and aviation consultant operations, and to evaluate for current students the status of the aviation industry.

Slogan is pick of 1,000

"Where tomorrow is developing today!" That’s the new slogan for F.I.T. and the student who suggested it has been rewarded with a round-trip airline ticket to any destination in the U.S.

The winner selected from more than 1,000 potential slogans submitted to a committee of the F.I.T. Corporation was announced during the quarterly membership meeting of the F.I.T. Corporation.

Winner Carolyn Woods, Yeonne Bddy

Alumni Weekend provides awards

The Alumni Weekend Banquet provided an opportunity for Alumni Association awards to F.I.T. graduates in attendance. Among the participants were Alumni Director Judi Marino, pictured at left.

Award winners included Fred LeImore, pictured below, (BS-Elect. Eng., ’56), "earliest alumni to graduate with BS degree," and Chester Bristo, pictured below al center, (NS-Space Sci., ’86), recognized as a Brevard Engineering College Club member.

At far right, Jim Irwin, past president of the Alumni Association, welcomes Dan and Joan Bee (both BS-Biological Sci., ’76) for "farthest distance traveled." The Bees buzzerd in from Alaska. At bottom far right, alumni attending the most homecomings: include from left) Tom Breenon (BS-Physics, ’76), Joe Schiehm (BS-Elect. Eng., ’76), and Paul Zos (BS-Elect. Eng., ’74).